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While other authors have focused on environmental justice, few have narrated the topic through the lens of diverse authorship. In Transforming Places, Fisher and Smith utilize the voices of many to capture the magnitude of environmental challenges in Appalachia. Beyond this, they extend these challenges nationally and globally. In their definition of Appalachia, they evoke the reader to think beyond Appalachian stereotypes. Fisher and Smith define Appalachia as a geographical region that comprises areas in the states of West Virginia, Kentucky, Virginia, Georgia, North Carolina and Tennessee. Although their definition is specific to an easily visualized central location, the definition restricts the social construct of the comprehensive Appalachia region.

This book comprises three sections in addition to the authors’ introduction and concluding chapters. Excluding the authors’ contributions, forty-three additional writers contributed to Transforming Places. Each chapter adds a brushstroke to the book’s final canvas of environmental justice. This is evident in their selection of authors representing diverse fields of practice and scholarship. Fisher’s and Smith’s respect for these authors as field experts contributes to the book’s validity. The term ‘field expert’ is used to describe contributing authors’ competence based on their specializations (i.e. attorneys, teachers, human rights advocates, environmentalists, community organizers, etc.). The real life experiences these authors narrated enrich each chapter by providing readable stories of the region’s social and environmental issues.

The book offers models for community organizing that encompass many disciplines. Each author contributes his or her own vision of community organizing. This vision is applied to a range of examples including community engagement, role identity, organizational models, committee work, technology and action (Brueggemann, 2014; Carlton-LaNey, Burwell, & White, 2013; Faber & McCarthy, 2001). For example, Chapter ten highlights the success and failures of community organizing when faith-based organizations collaborated with labor unions (Harper, 2011). This provocative illustration allows the reader to reflect on the strength and fortitude created by this kinship. Community organizing is prominent throughout the book. And based on each chapter’s detailed examples, this book would benefit any macro practice classroom (Hash, Chase, & Rishel, 2012).
Throughout the book, the use of technology to educate and advocate changes in Appalachia, including environmental changes, is illustrated. Chapter fifteen specifically highlights the use of technology to promote the organization called Mountain Justice. The authors provide information on the organization’s historical perspective as well as detailed writing on the organization’s use of technology to promote environmental justice. Technological tools such as e-mail distribution lists, social media, and its own website allow Mountain Justice to create a bridge spanning rural communities locally, regionally, nationally and universally. The chapter discusses using e-mail distribution lists to communicate with members about environmental issues. The organization has used Facebook to share ideas and post pictures, newsworthy items and maintain blogs. The authors of this chapter challenged the reader to explore the Mountain Justice website to learn more about the organization.

A theme established within the book is the use of creative arts to educate and illustrate social and environmental change in the region. Chapter one tells a story which includes an illustrated example of the Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance’s (OREPA) use of creative arts to articulate atomic environmental waste. The book provides additional detailed examples in the use of art, music and theatre to augment the importance of community organizing for social and environmental justice.

Fisher and Smith wrote their concluding chapter which outlines the book’s theoretical base. They define “place” within the context of transformations and theories of empowerment, social construction, and politics. Their critical comments regarding capitalism may offend some readers, but their final three sentences surmise their theoretical perspective:

Place is the grounds of this struggle over how we shall live in relation to one another and to the earth. Our capacity and willingness to imagine, hope, share, risk, and cooperate are critical elements in making possible visionary alternatives. In transforming places, we turn such “alternatives” into present reality and thereby open up the future for us all (Fisher & Smith, 2012, p. 288).

This reviewer believes that Fisher and Smith embedded two subliminal questions throughout the book. The first queries the relationship between social capital, human capital and environmental capital; and the second asks at what cost will this relationship impact society. Each author in Transforming Places brings examples of the challenges and successes Appalachian advocates encountered in their journeys to rural justice. These examples not only illustrate the importance of each area as individual assets, but their regional value and strength when interconnected.

While critics may argue that the authors did not emphasize environmental justice, each chapter contributes a piece to our understanding of the concept. From the first chapter’s discussion of environmental changes due to atomic testing in the 1940’s to the final chapter’s presentation of global changes encountered in Colombia, the environmental justice emphasis cannot be ignored. Readers not only from Appalachia, but throughout the Unites States and globally, should read this book to hear the stories and gain an understanding of the region’s environmental challenges and successes. These stories measure our awareness of environmental issues, and test our ecological competency by revealing what is or is not known about the region based on one’s personal knowledge or lack of knowledge. Through education, self-reflection and
openness to new knowledge, can we as a society seek not only environmental justice, but rural justice?
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